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DEDICATION

Over the last two years, I’ve had the privilege of working with farmers, food processors,
Extension Specialists, researchers, scientists, economists, professors, and other

experts to better understand farming and food systems.

Each of these mentors has opened my eyes to a new aspect of farming — from the
fragility of our food systems in the face of a pandemic, to the potential future of

sustainable farming. Through these experiences, I’ve had the opportunity to gain a
better understanding of our nuanced and complex food systems, how they might evolve,

and my role in their evolution.

This capstone project is dedicated to each of those individuals, along with my parents,
who have always encouraged me to gain knowledge, gain experience and make a

strong impact on this world.



PODCAST OVERVIEW

This project is hosted on www.dialed-up.com. A full walkthrough of the website and all
contents can be found here. Download mp3 files of all episodes here.

Podcast Episode Overview

1. Episode 1: The Economics of Sustainable Farming. Sustainable agriculture:
it's widely accepted as a viable nature-based solution to our global climate crisis.
But sustainable agriculture is difficult to define, and even more difficult to fund.
How do the economics behind sustainable agriculture work, and how can we
support sustainability?

2. Episode 2: Growers Helping Growers. How can growers help each other
implement climate-smart farming? Regenerative farmer and Continuum Ag
founder Mitchell Hora discusses data, education and access to resources.

3. Episode 3: Government Support and an Introduction to Crop Insurance.
How can the government support sustainable farmers? Are the systems in place
today viable for the future?

4. Episode 4: Helping the System Work Harder. How can crop insurance better
support sustainable farmers? We hear from a crop insurance expert and offer a
few solutions of our own.

5. Episode 5: The Future of Government Assistance. Hear from a grower and an
agribusiness specialist on government support for sustainable farming, and what
the future of support could look like.

6. Episode 6: Blurred Lines. Can public and private entities work together to build
the future of sustainable agriculture? Experts say yes.

7. Episode 7: An Overview of Carbon Markets. What are carbon markets, and
how do they drive sustainable agriculture?

8. Episode 8: An Optimistic Industry. Carbon markets. They’re new, they’re
exciting, they’re innovate. And, secret’s out: nobody’s figured them out yet.

http://www.dialed-up.com
https://youtu.be/f-rJa3I7Ye0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/119RfFvazrWFz_PlCwYtksHoiiL5fvsDt/view?usp=sharing


9. Episode 9: Investing in the Groundwork. In this season's finale, we discuss
why it's important for private and government entities to invest in sustainable
farming at the ground level, and to set the stage for continued innovation.



PREFACE

Sustainable farming: it's innovative, it's nuanced, and it's changing faster than we ever
expected. In this capstone project, we’ll explore the future of sustainable agriculture and

what we can do to support it, across our food systems.

We explore these topics through a podcast, called Dialed Up. Dialed Up is a two-season
installment, which aims to explore the biggest problems facing agriculture and what’s

being done to fix them.

Whether you grow food or you consume it, we all have a role to play in building
equitable, safe, profitable and sustainable food systems. The more we know about

them, the more we can contribute to positive change. Dialed Up is a podcast intended to
show everyone, from all aspects of the food system, how they can contribute to a

stronger food system,
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ABSTRACT

For my final capstone project, I have created a new season of a podcast I developed for
my Integrated Food Systems Leadership capstone. The podcast is called Dialed Up,
and in this season I’ve explored the economics of sustainable farming. The season

dives into two of the largest economic incentives driving farmers to adopt sustainable
farming practices: crop insurance and carbon markets.

Each of these topics is explored in 4 episodes, with 1 episode dedicated to introducing
the topic discussing the general role of economic incentives in sustainable agriculture
and concluding the season. This podcast, aimed for consumer audiences and those

invested in CPG brands and companies, provokes an in-depth analysis of one aspect of
food systems and how that factor affects — and is affected by — the rest of the system.

Understanding sustainability from an economic standpoint, and through both private
organizations and government organizations (for both carbon markets and crop

insurance providers) allows us to develop a more solid understanding of our food
systems, and how together we can build more effective, inclusive, equitable and

integrated food systems in the future.



PODCAST SCRIPT

My full project can be found at www.dialed-up.com . Access will be granted to viewers
on a per-individual basis. Please email elleni.paulson@gmail.com to request access, or

request access through the contact form on the website.

The video walkthrough for this project can be found on YouTube.

You can download all episodes of Dialed Up here.

EPISODE 1: THE ECONOMICS OF SUSTAINABLE FARMING

Welcome back to Dialed Up. It’s been awhile.

In this podcast, we take the biggest problems facing agriculture, dial the volume up, and
explore what’s being done to fix them.

Last season, we talked about America’s access to broadband internet. This season?
We’re diving into something much more nuanced. It’s about the earth. It’s about dirt. It’s
about regeneration and sustainability. But it’s also about politics, economics, and the
future of food in America.

This season, we’re diving into the economics of sustainable farming.

[INTRO]

Sustainable farming. It’s certainly not a ‘new’ idea; in fact, it’s widely believed that the
term was coined in the 1980s by a man named Wes Jackson, in a book called “New
Roots for Agriculture.”1 However, it is a nuanced idea that isn’t well-understood among
those who don’t farm.

“Sustainable farming” doesn’t just mean “organic farming.” There’s a bucketful of
methods farmers can employ to be more sustainable... and yes, that could include
organic farming, where farmers eliminate herbicides and pesticides on their fields.
However, that could also mean regenerative farming, in which farmers focus on building
soil health so they’re not depleting the Earth’s nutrients. The opportunities for
sustainable farming are wide, and they’re also based on a farmer’s location, their
financial resources, the research that’s available to them and the support they receive.
But we’ll get into that later.

http://www.dialed-up.com
mailto:elleni.paulson@gmail.com
https://youtu.be/f-rJa3I7Ye0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/119RfFvazrWFz_PlCwYtksHoiiL5fvsDt/view?usp=sharing


Now, without getting too far into the weeds, I think it would be helpful to define some of
the practices you’ll hear about this season. You’ll hear experts and farmers mention
them, and while you don’t need to know the details about each practice, it would be
helpful for you to have a reference point.

Farmers can use a range of methods like cover-cropping, no-till farming, optimized
inputs and ag technology to make their efforts more sustainable, less wasteful and less
polluting.

Cover crops are plants that farmers plant in their fields, when crops that they’re selling
(corn, soybeans, wheat), are off-season. These plants help slow erosion, smother
weeds, and feed important nutrients into the soil. Often, it’s the same nutrients that
those cash crops (corn, soybeans, wheat) deplete from the soil.

Tillage farming is a method in which growers disturb the soil after they’ve harvested
their crop, to help dig out all the roots from the field. No-till farming, on the other hand,
means that farmers are NOT disturbing the land post-harvest. It keeps the soil’s
integrity, keeps some biomass (plant goo) in the soil and helps reduce erosion.

Ag technology is any technology that helps farmers farm smarter. There’s a lot of
technology out there that can help growers plant more efficiently, and if they do choose
to use inputs like herbicides, pesticides or additional nutrients, they’re able to optimize
their use in only the places that really matter.

Alright, it’s time for a history lesson. [TRANSITION MUSIC].

Employing sustainable farming practices is not easy. It is a deviation from the
conventional farming we often see driving through the midwest on our road trips. The
rows and rows of single crops in the summer, the disturbed soil after harvest... fallow
ground in the off-season. All of that is conventional farming.

And it’s not bad. We come by it honestly. Back in WWII, the U.S. was under immense
pressure to feed the world, and with very few people. 20% of the workforce in the U.S.
was called in to the military during the war, and that put a huge squeeze on farm labor.
The only real solution to this problem was to develop machinery that allowed farmers to
cover more ground with fewer people. Tractors, irrigation systems... even chemicals that
were used in the war were converted to help grow crops faster.2



In the 1950s, the focus of agriculture was on yield — how much food can we produce,
and how efficiently can we produce it? It seemed to be the only way to support the
world’s growing population after the decimation of the war.

And, in short (and in an oversimplified way), that’s how we transitioned to “big farming.”
Lots of the same crop, being farmed the same way, with machinery and chemicals that
were created to enhance yield. More food, more quickly.

But now, we’re in a different kind of war. We’re fighting climate change, and with that
comes a host of new considerations for farming. Enter: sustainable farming practices.

I want to reiterate that Americans did not “come up with” sustainable farming practices.
In fact, this is really a callback to original farming methods — methods that are better for
the soil, the water, and ultimately, for people.

But anyway, it’s more feasible now. And farmers are interested in it. Every farmer we’ve
interviewed for this series emphasizes that they want to be good stewards of the land.
But.... Here’s the big catch. We need to find the best ways to support sustainable
farming.

[TRANSITION MUSIC]

Because here’s the thing: sustainable farming isn’t cheap. In order to transition to
sustainable farming practices, you need new tools. New technologies. You need time for
your soil to become healthy again. Time that needs to be logged before you can be
“certified organic,” or earn any of the certifications that will make your product more
expensive.

So, for transitioning farms, there’s a big chunk of time where producers are making less
food, in a more painstaking way, investing money in new technologies and tools and
seeds, and earning the same profit. Add that to the typical market fluctuations for
commodities, the fact that weather can make or break a year’s harvest, and the impact
of things like pandemics on our global food supply.... By now, you get the risks.

Sustainable farming isn’t cheap.



But we all need, and like, to eat good food. Nutritious food that isn’t going to leave us
with a desolate planet.

[TRANSITION MUSIC]

In short, the government could help incentivize some of these practices... and so could
private companies. Entities that have time and resources, and a significant concern for
the future of the Earth.

In this season, we’ll dive into just 2 common topics when discussing support for
agriculture practices: long-established programs like crop insurance, and flashy new
programs like carbon markets. They’re 2 very specific topics, but they’ll give a little
insight into how we can all support sustainable farming, where this field might take us,
and how we can all contribute to a healthier planet — and I mean that in the economic
sense, in the nutritional sense, and in the environmental sense.

As we prepare to dive into this season, I want you to hear from an expert in farming and
agribusiness. This is Joleen Hadrich. You may recognize her from Season 1; Joleen is
an agribusiness expert and researcher at the University of Minnesota’s Extension
Program. We had a long conversation about sustainable farming practices. Here’s a
little context around sustainable farming, how the agriculture industry is adopting these
practices and some of the high-level barriers farmers are facing when it comes to
sustainable farming.

[GROUNDING: JOLEEN HADRICH] 0:00- 14:50

And that’s only the beginning. Next week, we’ll talk about what growers are doing to
help themselves and how they’re building a network of knowledge, data and resources
to support each other in the journey to widespread adoption.

Thanks for listening to Dialed Up. Until next time. [OUTTRO]



EPISODE 2: GROWERS HELPING GROWERS

[INTERVIEW: MITCHELL HORA] 0:00- 0:15 [INTRO]

Welcome to Dialed Up, a podcast where we take the biggest problems facing
agriculture, dial the volume up and explore what’s being done to fix them.

I’m your host, Elleni Paulson. The problem? Sustainable farming needs more support.

That’s right. This season, we’re exploring the economics of sustainable farming. In order
to develop food systems that are environmentally sustainable, we need to make them
economically sustainable. And that involves a lot more than just financial support.

In the first episode, we dove into the history of sustainable farming practices. We
discussed the rise of conventional farming, identified a few ways that farming can be
sustainable, and previewed our two focus points for this season: government support
and private support.

What, exactly, does that support look like? Spoiler alert: it looks like collaboration.
Support from governments and corporations, but also support from consumers, and
from farmers themselves. We all need to work together to establish a truly sustainable
system for sustainable farming.

First and foremost, let’s ground ourselves in what farmers are doing to help themselves.
Today, you’ll hear an interview with Mitchell Hora, a farmer in Washington County, Iowa,
and the founder of a company that compiles soil health data for farmers. Farmers use
this information on soil health to benchmark their own sustainable farming practices and
make plans for the future of their operations. They also gather their own data with
Continuum Ag.

You’ll hear more from Mitchell himself, but his story is a shining example of sustainable
farmers recognizing the power of their practices, appreciating the time it takes to adopt
those practices, and ensuring support for the larger community of sustainable farming
practices.

Let’s jump in.

[INTERVIEW with MITCHELL HORA] 0:00 - 4:30



“There’s a lot to unpack there. Mitchell addressed two key concepts in his explanation:
profitability and new products. In order to make sustainable farming possible, it’s got to
be profitable.

Remember in episode 1, when we went back to WWII? We made farms very, very
efficient. We found ways for growers to make as much money as possible, with as little
labor as possible (or so we thought, at the time). For a grower to transition from one
method of farming to a new method of sustainable farming, they have to be sure that
this new method will be profitable for them. At the end of the day, if your new methods
will cost you your farm, they’re not worth exploring.

So how do you make this type of farming profitable? Good question — that’s one that
sustainable farmers have been trying to prove to each other for years. If you take more
time, spend more effort, caring for the soil, then are you really being as efficient as
possible? Many farmers argue that, yes, you are being efficient, because your farm will
return good crops for many generations to come.

Additionally, you can be more efficient and more profitable by spending less money on
inputs. Fertilizers, water, pesticides... and farmers like Mitchell Hora argue that these
sustainable practices reduce our need for these spendy inputs... hence, earning more
for the farmer.

Mitchell also mentioned carbon markets. We’ll address those later in the season, but for
now, you need to know this: sustainable farming can allow farmers to make money on
more than just their crops. They can sell the fruits of their labor to companies that have
committed to sustainability goals. You know, the Fortune 500 companies that claim to be
carbon-neutral by 2030? Farmers can help with that. And if a farmer is being paid to
help with that, that’s additional farm profit that doesn’t come from the crops themselves.

Let’s get back to Mitch.

[INTERVIEW with MITCHELL HORA] 4:30 - 8:50

“Now remember, when Mitchell mentions growers getting creative in their farming
practices... there are hurdles that growers have to go through in order to ‘get creative,’
Some growers farm on their own land, but some farm on rented land. They’re not the
only ones in charge of what they farm, and how long they’re doing it. Growers are also
driven by markets, by insurance, by weather patterns and by their biggest customers.
Like any business, farms have stakeholders, and every stakeholder has different



requirements. That’s one of the biggest challenges with sustainable farming — getting
creative in a way that fits everyone’s definition of success.

As you’ve heard, Mitchell and other farmers have well-planned, progressive practices in
place on their farms today. They’re data-forward, and they’re actively adjusting both
their practices and their mindsets while maintaining focus on both near-term and
long-term success.

I had one big question for Mitchell: as more and more farmers explore sustainable
farming practices, how exactly can we enable adoption?

[INTERVIEW with MITCHELL HORA] - 16:00 - 17:35; 18:20 - 18:34; 18:51 - 19:24

There you have it. A recipe for sustainable farming support. Of course, we know that in
some ways, it is that simple. And in many ways, it gets much more complicated than
that.

Next week, we’ll dive in a little deeper, and see how we can really bring these ideas to
life from a government perspective.

Thanks for listening to Dialed Up. [OUTTRO]



EPISODE 3: GOVERNMENT SUPPORT AND AN INTRODUCTION TO CROP
INSURANCE

[INTRO: William H. Taft Speech: The Farmer and the Republican Party]

That was William Howard Taft, from a speech recorded in 19:08. It’s a bit difficult to
hear, but in this speech he says, “The welfare of the farmer is vital to that of the whole
country. The prosperity of the country rests upon the prosperity of agriculture.”

Indeed, that was true in 1908 and it’s true now. [INTRO]

Welcome to Dialed Up, a podcast where we take the biggest problems facing
agriculture, dial the volume up and explore what’s being done to fix them.

I’m your host, Elleni Paulson. The problem? Sustainable farming needs more support.

We just heard from William H. Taft in 1908. One of my favorite recent quotes is one from
Beth Ford, CEO of Land O’Lakes, when she says,

[INSERT BETH FORD QUOTE] “Agriculture is a pillar of our national security.”

So you see, the sentiment was true then, and it’s true now. If the government is involved
heavily in agriculture, if they’re invested in the outcome of agriculture.... And if we’re
increasing our collective national focus on climate change, on sustainability and on
taking care of the Earth, it makes sense that the government should be involved in
those efforts, too. Right?

Right.

The government is, in fact, quite invested in farming. There’s a system of subsidies for
farmers in the U.S., including subsidies for inputs (like fertilizer), agriculture
infrastructure, research, and of course, risk protection and loss subsidies.



I spoke with Dr. Michael Boland, an agricultural economist at the University of
Minnesota, and gleaned some insights about the role of government in supporting crop
insurance.

Now, it’s important to note that everyone has a different opinion on if, or how,
government should be involved in farm support. From regulation to financial support,
there’s a balance of freedom and fail-safes that divide us in all areas of this country, not
just farming. But it’s been interesting to hear perspectives from farmers and economists
through my research for this podcast.

Here’s Dr. Boland:

[INTERVIEW: DR. BOLAND PT. 1] - 06:56 - 07:15

Dr. Boland is right — agriculture one of the biggest public-private industries on Earth. So
right off the bat, it’s difficult to isolate one aspect of government involvement from the
rest of the agriculture ecosystem (which includes farmers, processors, companies like
Land O’Lakes, and consumers).

But we’re going to try. And we’ll exhibit some of these ideas with the largest farm
subsidy program controlled by government: the federal crop insurance program, run by
the USDA’s Risk Management Agency. Today, we’re going to explore crop insurance
and how it supports (or could support) sustainable farming initiatives. While this is not
the only way that farmers can receive government support for sustainable practices,
diving into government program is a good way to see the nuances of this system across
the board.

So, let’s talk crop insurance.

[TRANSITION MUSIC]

Sustainably-farmed food products are gaining popularity among American consumers
and increased resources in agriculture legislation (such as the Farm Bill).

However, the government should be doing more to support sustainable farming
initiatives in the United States, reward sustainable farming practices through
government-subsidized programming, and reduce the stigma that sustainable farming is
riskier than conventional farming.

The government can do this through the Federal Crop Insurance Program.



The Federal Crop Insurance Corporation (FCIC) is a government corporation managed
by the Risk Management Agency of the United States Department of Agriculture. This
corporation partners with private crop insurance providers to subsidize insurance.
Federal Crop Insurance is governed by the Farm Bill, an agriculture, nutrition and
forestry bill that is amended and signed into legislation every 5 years.

As of 2018, the Farm Bill included funding for federal crop insurance and regulations in
the following areas:

● Funding agricultural operations

● Managing risk on an operation

● Implementing conservation practices

● Recovering from natural disasters

Federal crop insurance acts as a safety net to ensure farmers’ crops are protected,
despite market volatility.

The Farm Bill has supported sustainability practices since 1985, and continues to
reform its farm options and resources. However, some key issues still prevent farmers
from adopting sustainable farming practices.

I spoke with Joleen Hadrich, agribusiness expert with the University of Minnesota, about
some of the pitfalls with crop insurance. We talked about a few different nuances, which
I’ll explore more fully in a later episode, but here’s an important point she made, which
you’ll want to keep in mind as we dive into the nuances of this program:

[INTERVIEW: JOLEEN HADRICH] - 30:00-32:20

As you’ve heard, government support for sustainable farming is necessary, but nuanced
and difficult to plan, finance and implement. But there are some ways we can better
support this system and help producers gain access to resources and education.

We’ll dive into that next time, on Dialed Up. Thanks for listening. [OUTTRO]



EPISODE 4: HELPING THE SYSTEM WORK HARDER

Welcome to Dialed Up, a podcast where we take the biggest problems facing
agriculture, dial the volume up and explore what’s being done to fix them.

I’m your host, Elleni Paulson. The problem? Sustainable farming needs more support.

Last week, we started talking about crop insurance: how one facet of the U.S.
government might be able to support sustainable farming initiatives, and what that could
mean for the future of agriculture. When we left off, we heard about some of the
problems with government support, and why it’s difficult to promote sustainable
practices within the current crop insurance infrastructure.

Now, let’s consider the future of crop insurance. How might we lighten the load for food
producers?

In this episode, I’m going to pose 2 options detailing how I think we can better support
sustainable farming practices. This is from my point of view, with my research. Then,
we’ll hear from the experts, who have a better picture of what farmers really need in this
space.

[Tom Harkin] video: 0:00-1:00

That was Iowa Senator Tom Harkin, on a congressional committee for the Farm Bill in
2013. He’s talking about conservation on working land.... Which can be supported by....

Crop Insurance. It’s big, it’s messy, and it’s government-subsidized. How do I think it
could be reformed? Let me tell you.

I think our proposal for the next Farm Bill could include support for sustainable farming
in 2 different areas:

1. We can expand conservation compliance to include more sustainable farming
practices.



2. We can reward farmers that take advantage of organic farm insurance options.

First, let’s talk about conservation compliance.

Conservation compliance requires producers to abide by certain conditions on any land
owned or farmed that is highly erodible or that is considered a wetland.

Farmers who don’t abide by policies are not given access to certain federal benefits. We
know this program works; a recent study conducted by the USDA’s Economic Research
Service shows that conservation-compliant farms reduced soil erosion significantly
between 1982 and 1997 for both water and wind-related erosion. It’s important to note
that soil erosion rates on highly erodible cultivated cropland were largely unchanged
between 1997 and 2012. So while this data seems old, it still holds true through 2012.

A portion of the study reads: “The strength of Compliance incentives varies widely
among farms because the level of farm program benefits...and the cost of meeting
Compliance requirements vary among farms. Compliance incentives also depend on
crop prices. Most commodity payments are triggered by low prices or low revenue. Crop
insurance premium subsidies, on the other hand, rise with crop prices because higher
prices increase the value of the insured crop.”

In other words, crop insurance subsidies rise with crop prices, so there’s less variability
in conservation benefits. Farmers who put the resources into conservation compliance
are rewarded more consistently when the benefit is tied to crop insurance. As of the
2014 Farm Bill, compliance was coupled with crop insurance.

What if we expanded these conservation practices to other sustainable farming
practices? Right now, farmers on wetlands must develop a conservation plan with
experts and have it reviewed and approved by the Natural Resources Conservation
Service. What if we allowed farmers to receive insurance subsidies for NCRS-approved
plans in water management, biodiversity promotion and anti-pollution efforts for air,
water and climate?

I’d argue, it’s something to consider.

[TRANSITION MUSIC]

Now, let’s talk about that second option: rewarding sustainable farmers.



Another thing the government could do, when it comes to crop insurance, is reward
sustainable farmers. And we’ve already started doing that with organic crops in the U.S.

The Federal Crop Insurance Corporation insures organic farmers, including certified
organic acreage, transitional land being converted to organic land, and buffer zone
acreage. The FCIC insures crops if the damage sustained is significant enough to lower
yield below the deductible for the entire insured unit. That includes drought, excess rain,
unseasonal freeze, storm damage, insect damage, disease and weeds, and more.
Coverage is available to small and large farmers alike.

Right now, insurance price elections are available for 79 organic crops (as opposed to
8 in 2014). That’s due in large part to funding provided by the 2014 Farm Bill for the
Organic Data Initiative.

We know that organic operations are rising in popularity and profitability. According to
the U.S. agriculture census, there’s been a clear rise in USDA certified organic
operations between 2002 and 2014, and a notable increase in both organic farms and
sales between 2008 and 2019. In fact, the percent and volume changes year-over-year
for organic produce alone are significant. The percent change in sales across the nation
is no less than 10% YOY, with increases in the hundreds of millions of dollars, and the
volume change is up 17% in some regions.

Studies suggest that this trend isn’t changing. According to a study conducted by
ResearchDive, The North America organics market accounted for $59,305.4 million in
2019 and is predicted to rise with a compound annual growth rate of 13.1% between
now and 2027. Increasing demand of organic food among the population is predicted to
be the biggest driving factor for the global market in the estimated period.

But there are also opportunities to expand. Looking at the research, we’ve found that
some of the places with the highest increase in organic production and sales (like the
South) have relatively little crop insurance coverage. There’s a lot we can do to make
sure farmers are covered for their organic acreage, and that they’re encouraged to use
subsidized crop insurance products to expand their organic offerings.

Right now, several different entities collect data on organic farm production and pricing,
including the USDA, the Economic Research Service, the National Agricultural Statistics
Services, and the Agricultural Marketing Service, to name a few. There’s the Certified
Organic Annual Survey, the Organic Data Initiative, and Market News Reports. And



legal blockages prevent the RMA (who manages crop insurance) from utilizing some of
this information to expand its programming.

Even with organic price elections being available for 79 crops, there are still significant
limitations on the availability of crop insurance for organic farmers across the country.
Assessments available are likely not evaluating all crops covered by federal crop
insurance plans, including Actual Revenue History (ARH) plans, nursery, livestock
policies, 508(h) submissions, and crops requiring a contract. This means that there are
still individual crop policies available that do not offer an organic election to cover the full
organic premium. Moreover, most individual crop polices are only available in a limited
number of states.

Expanding our access to organic data means making crop insurance more available for
organic farmers. Remember, the North America organics market accounted for
$59,305.4 million in 2019 and is predicted to rise with a compound annual growth rate of
13.1% between now and 2027. As you can see in the chart on the right, North America
is expected to outpace other global regions by a long shot in the coming years.

The 2014 and 2018 Farm Bills allocated money to collect this research; now, we need a
task force to make sure the research is being distributed appropriately, that it’s making
its way into insurance premium pricing models and that it continues to be funded as the
organic farm market continues to grow.

[TRANSITION MUSIC]

I had the opportunity to listen to a webinar on just this topic..... (insert intro from last
episode). Let’s dive into this new solution.

[WEBINAR: THE FUTURE OF CROP INSURANCE]

These are options for increasing resources in the sustainable farming space. And, yes,
they might be effective. However, there’s one glaring issue with these options (and with
crop insurance in general): it’s a defensive strategy. Protecting farmers if something
goes wrong.

As grower Mitchell Hora mentioned in episode 2, sustainable farming can’t be a
defensive strategy. It should be an offensive farming technique — something that allows
us to prevent problems, rather than recover from them. How can we be more
forward-thinking in our support for sustainable practices?



Well, that may not come in the form of crop insurance, but that doesn’t mean the
government can’t or shouldn’t be involved. Next week, we’ll talk about that: what,
exactly, can the government do to help farmers proactively adopt sustainable practices?

And how do those systems — the defense of crop insurance, and the offense of other
government support — work in tandem to create a wider safety net for agriculture?

More on that next week. Thanks for listening to Dialed Up. [OUTTRO]



EPISODE 5: THE FUTURE OF GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE

[INTRO: MITCHELL HORA INTERVIEW]: 03:43 - 05:04

Welcome to Dialed Up, a podcast where we take the biggest problems facing
agriculture, dial the volume up and explore what’s being done to fix them.

I’m your host, Elleni Paulson. The problem? Sustainable farming needs more support.

In the last episode, we talked about the government's role in supporting sustainable
farming initiatives. We talked primarily about crop insurance, and how we might adjust
crop insurance to better support sustainable farming initiatives. But we also recognized
that crop insurance — protecting farmers against yield loss — is more of a defensive
tool than an offensive one. And in the top of this episode, you heard grower Mitchell
Hora reiterate the importance of sustainable farming as an offensive tool for growers.

So, how can the government bolster our offensive efforts?

I think the government can do this in a few different ways. We can bolster our ag
infrastructure to provide more resources for farmers, be better stewards of educational
information and expertise, and work to reduce some of the stigmas surrounding
sustainable farming.

Let’s bring it back to Mitchell for a moment. Mitchell feels the government can help
farmers gain access to resources and expertise:

[INTERVIEW: MITCHELL HORA] 12:30-16:00

In addition to resources and expertise, we also have to make sustainable farming
immediately actionable for farmers on a regional level. I spoke with Joleen Hadrich
about this issue. With many farming subsidies, research programs and sustainability
goals, the funding and support is allocated on a national level. But how does that
translate to access for each farmer, on each of his or her fields? Let’s hear more from
Joleen:

[INTERVIEW: JOLEEN HADRICH] - 05:00-23:30; 25:00 - 33:00



As you can see, there are many, many different opportunities for the government to get
involved in sustainable farming practices. If we can find a way to subsidize sustainable
food across the entire supply chain, in a way that’s region-specific, actionable, and
flexible for farmers, we may have a shot at something supportive.

The government. It’s nuanced, it’s specific and it can come with some limiting nuances
and regulations. How else can we — consumers, corporations and the general public —
play our part in supporting sustainable farming.

That’s next time, on Dialed Up. Thanks for listening. [OUTTRO]



EPISODE 6: BLURRED LINES

[INTERVIEW: DR. BOLAND PT. 1] - 06:56 - 07:15 [INTRO]

Welcome to Dialed Up, a podcast where we take the biggest problems facing
agriculture, dial the volume up and explore what’s being done to fix them.

I’m your host, Elleni Paulson. The problem? Sustainable farming needs more support.

Today, we’re going to dive into the tidbit you heard at the top of the episode (and in
episode 4), from Dr. Boland at the University of Minnesota. It’s a small idea that carries
a lot of weight in terms of sustainable farming initiatives. The idea is this: in order for us
to have a truly effective, sustainable food system, we need to support that system
across all levels of the food supply chain.

In the second half of this season, we’re going to talk about how private companies and
consumers can support sustainable farming initiatives. But before we get there, I’d like
to share my full conversation with Dr. Boland. His perspective gives a great high-level
overview of the connection between government organizations and private corporations
in supporting crop insurance. It’s a good exit from the government conversations we’ve
been having, and a smooth transition into some of the newer, shinier opportunities in the
private space.

I’ll hand the mic to Dr. Boland.

INTERVIEW: DR. BOLAND PT. 1 & 2: FULL]

As you’ve heard, there really isn’t a clear distinction between farm support, government
support and private entity support. Whether you’re growing grain, processing it, labeling
it, selling it as a box of Cheerios or buying it for your kids, you’re contributing to
agriculture. And there are ways for all of us to support the sustainable side of food
production, from our unique point in that production and consumption process.

We’ll dive into the private and consumer side more specifically in our next episode of
Dialed Up. Thanks for listening.

[OUTTRO]



EPISODE 7: AN OVERVIEW OF CARBON MARKETS

CNBC Video: Boom of Carbon Credits ] - quote CNBC Video: Explanation of Carbon
Credits] - quote Bloomberg Video] - quote

Now, let’s talk about the new frontier of agriculture: Carbon markets.

[INTRO]

Welcome to Dialed Up, a podcast where we take the biggest problems facing
agriculture, dial the volume up and explore what’s being done to fix them.

I’m your host, Elleni Paulson. The problem? Sustainable farming needs more support.

Carbon markets are a new frontier in sustainable agriculture. Both voluntary and
involuntary markets (driven by private buyers and by government regulation,
respectively) allow growers to explore the potential of new products, practices and
technologies while maintaining financial stability and mitigating risk.

Carbon markets incentivize farmers by adding a key new product to the agriculture
market: carbon credits. Put simply, farmers can produce carbon credits and sell them to
other entities.

Most of us have seen or heard of private companies declaring a sustainability goal —
say, they want to reach ‘net zero’ carbon emissions by 2030. And many of us think,
“how can they do that?” How can General Mills, or Apple, or other companies that fly
their products across the globe claim to emit zero carbon in an entire year?

Well, the answer lies in economics and math. These companies can technically buy
carbon credits from farmers to offset their own carbon emissions.

One carbon credit is equal to one metric tonne of carbon, sequestered in a farmer’s soil.
It sounds like mad science, but I mean it: when farmers employ sustainable farming
practices, their soil becomes stronger. That soil holds more carbon, which means less of



it is released into the air. That creates a “negative balance” of carbon, which private
companies can “fill” with their own carbon emissions.

Now, let’s back up one moment. When farmers sequester carbon, they don’t actually
create a negative balance. It’s not like the air is lacking carbon... and it’s not like big
companies are more justified in their actions when they emit carbon through product
development and transportation. When I say “negative balance,” it’s to help us
understand that there’s less carbon in the air than what would have been, if no farmers
were acting sustainably.

This “negative balance” is what allows companies to claim that ‘net zero’ emissions
goal, or emissions reductions, without changing their practices. They’re paying for the
carbon they’re emitting, and letting the farmers do the work to help the Earth cool down.

Of course, there are some food companies who truly do reduce their carbon by paying
for — and working with — sustainable farmers. That’s because the carbon emitted is
within their system. General Mills, for example, would be counting a farmer’s carbon
emissions in their company emissions rate. So if they pay a farmer for carbon credits,
they are actually sequestering their own carbon and reducing their emissions.

But that’s a long story. For now, what you need to know is that farmers can pull carbon
out of the atmosphere and help fight climate change.... And private companies can pay
them for it.

Carbon markets are a great way for private companies to incentivize sustainable
farming practices. As Dr. Boland said in an earlier episode, it helps private companies
quantify their efforts towards a more sustainable future... and it helps their stakeholders
feel more justified in paying for them.

While it’s a new market, it’s a market that’s gaining ground with several large
companies.

In fact, in June of this year, S&P Global said, “2021 will probably be remembered as the
year when carbon finance emerged as a talking point among a wide range of
industries.”

Carbon markets, if they continue to be successful, are going nowhere fast.



I recently listened to a panel in which Fortune 500 company leads and industry experts
discussed the future of crop insurance. Here’s what they had to say:

[PANEL: FUTURE OF CROP INSURANCE (from TechHubLIVE).

It’s a booming industry, and for good reason. But how does this really affect sustainable
farming — and are markets like these truly scalable? That’s next time, on Dialed Up.
Thanks for listening.

[OUTTRO]



EPISODE 8: AN OPTIMISTIC INDUSTRY

[QUOTE: ANNIE BAXTER AND MITCHELL HORA: CONTINUUM] - pre-event
interviews: 0:00-04:00

Carbon markets. They’re new, they’re exciting, they’re innovate. And, secret’s out:
nobody’s figured them out yet.

[INTRO]

Welcome to Dialed Up, a podcast where we take the biggest problems facing
agriculture, dial the volume up and explore what’s being done to fix them.

I’m your host, Elleni Paulson. The problem? Sustainable farming needs more support.

I attended a carbon panel discussion earlier this year at a Field Day hosted by
Continuum Ag, a soil health software company, to hear different perspectives on the
topic. For those who were paying attention, that’s Mitchell Hora’s company.

The panel featured growers Mitchell Hora and Zack Johnson, who you heard at the top
of the episode, Iowa Secretary of Agriculture Mark Naig and Rabobank’s Cristian
Barcan. Together, they discussed the ups and downs of carbon markets, how the
markets can expand, and the potential they bring for sustainable and regenerative
agriculture.

I had the opportunity to record this panel for our podcast, and speak with a couple
panelists before the event. Here’s Annie Baxter and Mitchell Hora on the development
of Carbon Markets, with the lens of agriculture:

[QUOTE: ANNIE BAXTER AND MITCHELL HORA: CONTINUUM] - pre-event
interviews: 0:00-04:00

It seems, more than anything, there’s a need for all of us to learn more about
regenerative farming. And of course, it takes a village to make a system that works for
everyone.



Here are a couple excerpts from the panel I attended. Excuse the audio quality — the
panel was hosted at a county fairgrounds on a 90-degree day, with fans running and
flies buzzing. But the information is quite helpful.

[CARBON MARKETS PANEL: FULL]

Carbon sequestration addresses one problem in sustainable agriculture, but markets
have the opportunity to address more than just carbon. Soil health, water quality, and
other possible incentives rose to the surface as options in addition to carbon
sequestration. As the growers pointed out, there are many paths to farm sustainably,
and growers should be incentivized to address all of them.

At the end of the day, I believe that, if we work together, we can enable progress and
increase the adoption of new practices by bolstering carbon markets, increasing
awareness around the benefits of farming for carbon sequestration, and demonstrating
their effectiveness for consumers. Thanks for listening to Dialed Up. See you next time.

[OUTTRO]



EPISODE 9 FINALE: PAYING FOR THE PROCESS, NOT THE PRODUCT

[QUOTE: STEVE ROZENWEIG]

.... and that, what you just heard, was the marriage of science and business.

[INTRO]

Welcome to Dialed Up, a podcast where we take the biggest problems facing
agriculture, dial the volume up and explore what’s being done to fix them.

I’m your host, Elleni Paulson. The problem? Sustainable farming needs more support.

Over the last couple episodes, we’ve been talking a lot about carbon markets. They’re
great opportunities for private companies to pay for sustainable farming practices, as a
means of hitting their own sustainability goals and supporting sustainable farming.
However, there are other ways for private companies to get involved, too. Just like with
the government and crop insurance.... When it comes to private companies, carbon
markets are a great way in. But what else can we do in this industry?

I spoke with Steve Rozenweig, a soil scientist at General Mills. He’s an expert in
regenerative agriculture, and his work at General Mills brings a nice perspective to the
role of private companies in business.

Let’s dive in.

[INTERVIEW WITH STEVE: FULL]

There’s no one spot for company involvement in sustainable agriculture — just as
there’s no single role for government. Especially for producers and consumers of
food.... We can all be involved in every step of the way.

So we’ve talked about governments, we’ve talked about private companies, and we’ve
talked a lot about farming. How does it all come together?



[TRANSITION]

We’ve talked about government regulations. About crop insurance. About carbon
markets, and about education. We’ve talked about the history of sustainable farming,
and the future of it. And now, we’ll hear from Iowa Secretary of Agriculture, Mike Naig,
on the future of sustainable agriculture. He’s talking about Iowa in this speech, but these
trends are true across the nation, with politicians, farmers and experts alike:

[MIKE NAIG, VOICE MEMO (0:00-3:21)]

And here’s the kicker....

[MIKE NAIG; VOICE MEMO (3:21-3:48)]

And that’s what this is all about, isn’t it? It’s about developing a strong future — for
farmers, for consumers and for the future of our planet.

With strong support for sustainable farming initiatives, we can build those things. Those
lofty goals might just be feasible after all... and not with just one type of farming. We’ve
heard from farmers and experts alike that it’s all about testing the waters. Finding the
best, most efficient, most profitable way in.

And that means collaborating with others. It means failing once or twice. It means
involving many different entities, and many different systems of farming. Private,
corporate, public. Organic, regenerative, conventional. Just enough of everything to
make a system that’s holistically sustainable, and holistically healthy.

Thanks for joining us this season. And we’ll see you again soon, on Dialed Up.
[OUTTRO]



SUPPORTING ARTICLES

These articles have been written in support of Dialed Up podcast episodes, and are
featured on the Dialed Up website.

SUSTAINABLE FARMING: A LONG HISTORY

Sustainable farming. It’s certainly not a ‘new’ idea; in fact, it’s widely believed that the
term was coined in the 1980s by a man named Wes Jackson, in a book called “New
Roots for Agriculture.” However, it is a nuanced idea that isn’t well-understood among
those who don’t farm.

“Sustainable farming” doesn’t just mean “organic farming.” There’s a bucketful of
methods farmers can employ to be more sustainable… and yes, that could include
organic farming, where farmers eliminate herbicides and pesticides on their fields.
However, that could also mean regenerative farming, in which farmers focus on building
soil health so they’re not depleting the Earth’s nutrients. The opportunities for
sustainable farming are wide, and they’re also based on a farmer’s location, their
financial resources, the research that’s available to them and the support they receive.

Employing sustainable farming practices is not easy. It is a deviation from the
conventional farming we often see driving through the midwest on our road trips. The
rows and rows of single crops in the summer, the disturbed soil after harvest… fallow
ground in the off-season. All of that is conventional farming.

And it’s not bad. We come by it honestly. Back in WWII, the U.S. was under immense
pressure to feed the world, and with very few people. 20% of the workforce in the U.S.
was called in to the military during the war, and that put a huge squeeze on farm labor.
The only real solution to this problem was to develop machinery that allowed farmers to
cover more ground with fewer people. Tractors, irrigation systems… even chemicals
that were used in the war were converted to help grow crops faster.

In the 1950s, the focus of agriculture was on yield — how much food can we produce,
and how efficiently can we produce it? It seemed to be the only way to support the
world’s growing population after the decimation of the war.

And, in short (and in an oversimplified way), that’s how we transitioned to “big farming.”
Lots of the same crop, being farmed the same way, with machinery and chemicals that
were created to enhance yield. More food, more quickly.



But now, we’re in a different kind of war. We’re fighting climate change, and with that
comes a host of new considerations for farming. Enter: sustainable farming practices.

I want to reiterate that Americans did not “come up with” sustainable farming practices.
In fact, this is really a callback to original farming methods — methods that are better for
the soil, the water, and ultimately, for people.

But anyway, it’s more feasible now. And farmers are interested in it. Every farmer we’ve
interviewed for this series emphasizes that they want to be good stewards of the land.
But…. Here’s the big catch. We need to find the best ways to support sustainable
farming.

More on that in our next blog post. Keep reading on www.dialed-up.com.

http://www.dialed-up.com


WHY SUSTAINABLE FARMING ISN’T CHEAP

“In the U.S. alone, soil on cropland is eroding 10x faster than it can be
replenished.” - The Guardian, 2019

Sustainable farming isn’t cheap. In order to transition to sustainable farming practices,
you need new tools. New technologies. You need time for your soil to become healthy
again.... a problem that the United States has been facing for quite some time.

In fact, a recent article in The Guardian showcased the long-term effects of damaging
the soil with conventional, unsustainable farming practices. "In the US alone, soil on
cropland is eroding 10 times faster than it can be replenished." Given that 95% of our
food is grown in topsoil (the soil that erodes with poor management practices), our world
is quickly approaching a food crisis — one that will only become worse as our
population grows.

Building soil health is one essential factor in maintaining the production of healthy,
nutrient-dense food for our global citizens. Other factors include reducing the use of
harmful chemicals, pesticides and fungicides — all of which come with sustainable
farming practices.

Because of the benefits associated with this food (it's more nutrient-dense, it has
absorbed fewer chemicals, and it contributes to the health of the planet),
sustainably-produced foods are sold at premium prices. However, these premium prices
can't be attributed to foods unless the farmers have already put in the time to transition
their soil and adjust their chemical usage.

So, for transitioning farms, there’s a big chunk of time where producers are making less
food, in a more painstaking way, investing money in new technologies and tools and
seeds, and earning the same profit. Add that to the typical market fluctuations for
commodities, the fact that weather can make or break a year’s harvest, and the impact
of things like pandemics on our global food supply…. By now, you get the risks.

Sustainable farming isn’t cheap.

But we all need, and like, to eat good food. Nutritious food that isn’t going to leave us
with a desolate planet.

How can we help? Read our later blog posts, or listen to Season 2 of Dialed Up.



HOW THE GOVERNMENT SUPPORTS SUSTAINABLE FARMING

In a 1908 speech given to the American Public, William Howard Taft once said, "The
welfare of the farmer is vital to that of the whole country. The prosperity of the country
rests upon the prosperity of agriculture.”

Indeed, that was true in 1908 and it’s true now. In fact, Land O'Lakes CEO Beth Ford
expressed a similar sentiment in an interview with CNN: “Agriculture is a pillar of our
national security.”

If the government is involved heavily in agriculture, if they’re invested in the outcome of
agriculture…. And if we’re increasing our collective national focus on climate change, on
sustainability and on taking care of the Earth, it makes sense that the government
should be involved in those efforts, too. Right?

Right.

"Agriculture is a pillar of our national security" - Beth Ford, CEO, Land
O'Lakes

The government is, in fact, quite invested in farming. There’s a system of subsidies for
farmers in the U.S., including subsidies for inputs (like fertilizer), agriculture
infrastructure, research, and of course, risk protection and loss subsidies. So, where are
the subsidies for sustainable farmers — farmers who are trying to secure the future of
our nation (our world, really) and its inhabitants?

Well, technically, they exist on some level. However, there's a lot we can do within our
government to support sustainable farmers.

The Farm Bill and Federal Crop Insurance

Sustainably-farmed food products are gaining popularity among American consumers
and increased resources in agriculture legislation (such as the Farm Bill).

However, the government should be doing more to support sustainable farming
initiatives in the United States, reward sustainable farming practices through
government-subsidized programming, and reduce the stigma that sustainable farming is
riskier than conventional farming.

The government can do this through the Federal Crop Insurance Program.



United States Capitol Building

The Federal Crop Insurance Corporation (FCIC) is a government corporation managed
by the Risk Management Agency of the United States Department of Agriculture. This
corporation partners with private crop insurance providers to subsidize insurance.
Federal Crop Insurance is governed by the Farm Bill, an agriculture, nutrition and
forestry bill that is amended and signed into legislation every 5 years.

As of 2018, the Farm Bill included funding for federal crop insurance and regulations in
the following areas:

● Funding agricultural operations
● Managing risk on an operation
● Implementing conservation practices
● Recovering from natural disasters

Federal crop insurance acts as a safety net to ensure farmers’ crops are protected,
despite market volatility.



The Farm Bill has supported sustainability practices since 1985, and continues to
reform its farm options and resources. However, some key issues still prevent farmers
from adopting sustainable farming practices.

You can learn more about those issues in Season 2 of Dialed Up. In episode 3, we
discuss the nuances of crop insurance and sustainable farming with agribusiness expert
and U of M Extension Specialist Joleen Hadrich. Listen now.

http://www.dialed-up.com/episodes


HELPING THE SYSTEM WORK HARDER

Let’s consider the future of crop insurance. How might we lighten the load for food
producers, from a government standpoint?

Here, we'll pose 2 options detailing how we might better-support sustainable farming
practices. This is from our point of view, with our research. In Season 2 of Dialed Up,
we’ll hear from the experts, who have a better picture of what farmers really need in this
space.

First Things First: The Farm Bill

Crop insurance: it's big, it's messy, it's government-subsidized.

How do I think it could be reformed? Let me tell you.

I think our proposal for the next Farm Bill could include support for sustainable farming
in 2 different areas:

1. We can expand conservation compliance to include more sustainable farming
practices.

2. We can reward farmers that take advantage of organic farm insurance options.



Conservation Compliance

Conservation compliance requires producers to abide by certain conditions on any land
owned or farmed that is highly erodible or that is considered a wetland.

Farmers who don’t abide by policies are not given access to certain federal benefits. We
know this program works; a recent study conducted by the USDA’s Economic Research
Service shows that conservation-compliant farms reduced soil erosion significantly
between 1982 and 1997 for both water and wind-related erosion. It’s important to note
that soil erosion rates on highly erodible cultivated cropland were largely unchanged
between 1997 and 2012. So while this data seems old, it still holds true through 2012.

A portion of the study reads: “The strength of Compliance incentives varies widely
among farms because the level of farm program benefits…and the cost of meeting
Compliance requirements vary among farms. Compliance incentives also depend on
crop prices. Most commodity payments are triggered by low prices or low revenue. Crop
insurance premium subsidies, on the other hand, rise with crop prices because higher
prices increase the value of the insured crop.”

In other words, crop insurance subsidies rise with crop prices, so there’s less variability
in conservation benefits. Farmers who put the resources into conservation compliance
are rewarded more consistently when the benefit is tied to crop insurance. As of the
2014 Farm Bill, compliance was coupled with crop insurance.

What if we expanded these conservation practices to other sustainable farming
practices? Right now, farmers on wetlands must develop a conservation plan with
experts and have it reviewed and approved by the Natural Resources Conservation
Service. What if we allowed farmers to receive insurance subsidies for NCRS-approved
plans in water management, biodiversity promotion and anti-pollution efforts for air,
water and climate?

I’d argue, it’s something to consider.

Rewarding Sustainable Farmers

Another thing the government could do, when it comes to crop insurance, is reward
sustainable farmers. And we’ve already started doing that with organic crops in the U.S.

The Federal Crop Insurance Corporation insures organic farmers, including certified
organic acreage, transitional land being converted to organic land, and buffer zone
acreage. The FCIC insures crops if the damage sustained is significant enough to lower
yield below the deductible for the entire insured unit. That includes drought, excess rain,



unseasonal freeze, storm damage, insect damage, disease and weeds, and more.
Coverage is available to small and large farmers alike.

Right now, insurance price elections are available for 79 organic crops (as opposed to
8 in 2014). That’s due in large part to funding provided by the 2014 Farm Bill for the
Organic Data Initiative.

We know that organic operations are rising in popularity and profitability. According to
the U.S. agriculture census, there’s been a clear rise in USDA certified organic
operations between 2002 and 2014, and a notable increase in both organic farms and
sales between 2008 and 2019. In fact, the percent and volume changes year-over-year
for organic produce alone are significant. The percent change in sales across the nation
is no less than 10% YOY, with increases in the hundreds of millions of dollars, and the
volume change is up 17% in some regions.

Studies suggest that this trend isn’t changing. According to a study conducted by
ResearchDive, The North America organics market accounted for $59,305.4 million in
2019 and is predicted to rise with a compound annual growth rate of 13.1% between
now and 2027. Increasing demand of organic food among the population is predicted to
be the biggest driving factor for the global market in the estimated period.

But there are also opportunities to expand. Looking at the research, we’ve found that
some of the places with the highest increase in organic production and sales (like the
South) have relatively little crop insurance coverage. There’s a lot we can do to make
sure farmers are covered for their organic acreage, and that they’re encouraged to use
subsidized crop insurance products to expand their organic offerings.

Right now, several different entities collect data on organic farm production and pricing,
including the USDA, the Economic Research Service, the National Agricultural Statistics
Services, and the Agricultural Marketing Service, to name a few. There’s the Certified
Organic Annual Survey, the Organic Data Initiative, and Market News Reports. And
legal blockages prevent the RMA (who manages crop insurance) from utilizing some of
this information to expand its programming.

Even with organic price elections being available for 79 crops, there are still significant
limitations on the availability of crop insurance for organic farmers across the country.
Assessments available are likely not evaluating all crops covered by federal crop
insurance plans, including Actual Revenue History (ARH) plans, nursery, livestock
policies, 508(h) submissions, and crops requiring a contract. This means that there are
still individual crop policies available that do not offer an organic election to cover the full
organic premium. Moreover, most individual crop polices are only available in a limited
number of states.



Expanding our access to organic data means making crop insurance more available for
organic farmers. Remember, the North America organics market accounted for
$59,305.4 million in 2019 and is predicted to rise with a compound annual growth rate of
13.1% between now and 2027. As you can see in the chart on the right, North America
is expected to outpace other global regions by a long shot in the coming years.

The 2014 and 2018 Farm Bills allocated money to collect this research; now, we need a
task force to make sure the research is being distributed appropriately, that it’s making
its way into insurance premium pricing models and that it continues to be funded as the
organic farm market continues to grow.

Beyond Crop Insurance

These are just two options for increasing resources in the sustainable farming space.
And, yes, they might be effective. However, there’s one glaring issue with these options
(and with crop insurance in general): it’s a defensive strategy. Protecting farmers if
something goes wrong.

As one of our growers, Mitchell Hora, mentioned in episode 2 of Dialed Up, sustainable
farming can’t be a defensive strategy. It should be an offensive farming technique —
something that allows us to prevent problems, rather than recover from them. How can
we be more forward-thinking in our support for sustainable practices?

Well, that may not come in the form of crop insurance, but that doesn’t mean the
government can’t or shouldn’t be involved. Next week, we’ll talk about that: what,
exactly, can the government do to help farmers proactively adopt sustainable practices?

And how do those systems — the defense of crop insurance, and the offense of other
government support — work in tandem to create a wider safety net for agriculture?

More on that next week. If you want to hear the audio behind this blog post, explore
Season 2 of Dialed Up.



AN OVERVIEW OF CARBON MARKETS

"2021 will probably be remembered as the year carbon finance emerged."

S&P Global

Carbon markets are a new frontier in sustainable agriculture. Both voluntary and
involuntary markets (driven by private buyers and by government regulation,
respectively) allow growers to explore the potential of new products, practices and
technologies while maintaining financial stability and mitigating risk.

Carbon markets incentivize farmers by adding a key new product to the agriculture
market: carbon credits. Put simply, farmers can produce carbon credits and sell them to
other entities.

Most of us have seen or heard of private companies declaring a sustainability goal —
say, they want to reach ‘net zero’ carbon emissions by 2030. And many of us think,
“how can they do that?” How can General Mills, or Apple, or other companies that fly
their products across the globe claim to emit zero carbon in an entire year?

Well, the answer lies in economics and math. These companies can technically buy
carbon credits from farmers to offset their own carbon emissions.

One carbon credit is equal to one metric tonne of carbon, sequestered in a farmer’s soil.
It sounds like mad science, but I mean it: when farmers employ sustainable farming
practices, their soil becomes stronger. That soil holds more carbon, which means less of



it is released into the air. That creates a “negative balance” of carbon, which private
companies can “fill” with their own carbon emissions.

Now, let’s back up one moment. When farmers sequester carbon, they don’t actually
create a negative balance. It’s not like the air is lacking carbon… and it’s not like big
companies are more justified in their actions when they emit carbon through product
development and transportation. When I say “negative balance,” it’s to help us
understand that there’s less carbon in the air than what would have been, if no farmers
were acting sustainably.

This “negative balance” is what allows companies to claim that ‘net zero’ emissions
goal, or emissions reductions, without changing their practices. They’re paying for the
carbon they’re emitting, and letting the farmers do the work to help the Earth cool down.

Of course, there are some food companies who truly do reduce their carbon by paying
for — and working with — sustainable farmers. That’s because the carbon emitted is
within their system. General Mills, for example, would be counting a farmer’s carbon
emissions in their company emissions rate. So if they pay a farmer for carbon credits,
they are actually sequestering their own carbon and reducing their emissions.

But that’s a long story. For now, what you need to know is that farmers can pull carbon
out of the atmosphere and help fight climate change…. And private companies can pay
them for it.

Carbon markets are a great way for private companies to incentivize sustainable
farming practices. As Dr. Boland said in an earlier episode, it helps private companies
quantify their efforts towards a more sustainable future… and it helps their stakeholders
feel more justified in paying for them.

While it’s a new market, it’s a market that’s gaining ground with several large
companies.

In fact, in June of this year, S&P Global said, “2021 will probably be remembered as the
year when carbon finance emerged as a talking point among a wide range of
industries.”

Carbon markets, if they continue to be successful, are going nowhere fast.



THE FUTURE OF CARBON MARKETS

I recently a carbon panel discussion at a Field Day hosted by Continuum Ag, a soil
health software company, to hear different perspectives on the topic. For those who
have listened to this season of Dialed Up, that’s Mitchell Hora’s company.

I had the opportunity to record the panel for our podcast, and to speak with a couple
panelists before the event. One of the experts I spoke with was Annie Baxter. Annie's a
former MPR marketplace reporter who specialized in agriculture and food industry
reporting. Today, she produces a podcast with Mitchell Hora and another farmer, called
Field Work.

From our conversation, I learned that there’s a need for all of us to learn more about
carbon markets, and how nuanced they are in the agriculture space. And of course, it
takes a village to make a system that works for everyone.

Now, Annie and Mitchell spoke to us from an agriculture perspective. But what about the
other parts of the system? What about corporations that are facilitating and feeding into
these carbon markets?

https://www.fieldworktalk.org/
https://www.fieldworktalk.org/


Many experts feel that it's corporations' responsibility to create value from these credits,
both on the farm and to those downstream.

As we mentioned in a recent Dialed Up episode, sequestration addresses one problem
in sustainable agriculture, but markets have the opportunity to address more than just
carbon. Soil health, water quality, and other possible incentives are rising to the surface
as options in addition to carbon sequestration. And I didn't just hear that in grower
conversations. I heard that from industry executives, too.

“Agriculture is really the hero in all of this. We are more environmentally
friendly, we are doing the background and putting things in the right practice.
Now we need to use data as a documentation of practice to create value."

TopCon Representative, 2021

There is, however, one thing I have to caveat: carbon markets, even if they work well,
are not a cover-all for neutralizing greenhouse gas emissions. There are two kinds of
markets: outbound and inbound markets. Outbound markets don’t exactly solve our
problem, because they involve companies outside of food and agriculture. Inbound
markets, on the other hand, reduce the carbon the food industry is emitting into the air.
As we've learned, carbon markets are nuanced and complicated.

At the end of the day, I believe that, if we work together, we can enable progress and
increase the adoption of new practices by bolstering carbon markets, increasing
awareness around the benefits of farming for carbon sequestration, and demonstrating
their effectiveness for consumers.

Catch the full episode for this post, along with the panel discussions featured in our
episode, here.

https://dialed-up.com/podcast/s2-e8-an-optimistic-industry/
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